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Abstract. Reaching objects displayed on the opposite side of a large
multi-touch tabletop with hands is difficult. This forces users to move
around the tabletop. We present a remote pointing technique we call
HandyPointing. This technique uses pull-out, a bimanual multi-touch
gesture. The gesture allows users to both translate the cursor position
and change control-display (C-D) ratio dynamically. We conducted one
experiment to measure the quantitative performance of our technique,
and another to study how users selectively use the technique and touch
input (i.e., tap and drag).
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1 Introduction

A large multi-touch tabletop is used for a collocated collaborative work that in-
volved multiple users. These users surround the tabletop and touch the tabletop
from their respective positions. However, reaching a distant object displayed on
the opposite side of the tabletop is difficult due to the largeness of the touch-
screen. Toney et al. reported that more than 90% of users’ touch interactions are
performed within 34 cm from their respective positions [11]. Users are forced to
lean forward from the tabletop or move around the tabletop to reach the object.

To solve this problem, indirect-pointing devices, such as a mouse, are com-
plementary used for touch input. Using these devices enable users to reach the
distant objects. However, they require physical space in which to place them
around a tabletop for each user. Furthermore, preparing the devices in advance
is troublesome because tabletops are used by an unspecified number of users
simultaneously.

Therefore, we present a remote pointing technique we call HandyPointing.
This technique uses pull-out, a bimanual multi-touch gesture [12], to determine
a cursor position. A pull-out gesture requires no additional devices because the
technique uses touch input only. Furthermore, a pull-out gesture allows users not
only to translate the cursor position but also to change the control-display (C-D)
ratio dynamically, similar to [3]. This means that they can selectively perform
rough pointing with a large C-D ratio and precise pointing with a small C-
D ratio. Therefore, users can precisely point at a distant position quickly by
combining these rough and precise pointing techniques.
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2 Related Work

There are related works about remote pointing techniques on tabletops. We clas-
sify these techniques into direct-pointing, and indirect-pointing. Here the former
uses the position at which users point as a cursor position, and the latter trans-
lates a cursor position according to the movements of devices.

Direct-pointing. Parker et al. used the shadow of the tip of stylus to point at
a distant position [9]. In the work of Banerjee et al. [3], users could point a finger
at objects on tabletops and dynamically change C-D ratio by one hand while
performing a pointing with the other hand. The above techniques required addi-
tional devices that obtain the position of users’ hands to realize direct-pointing.
In HandyPointing, we adopt indirect-pointing in order not to use such devices.
Our technique requires only the touch coordinates.

Indirect-pointing. Bartindale et al. [4] and Matejka et al. [8] developed an
onscreen mouse for multi-touch tabletops that allows users to point, similar
to a conventional physical mouse. These research realized an indirect-pointing
technique. However, they required to recognize the shape of hands, while our
technique can be applied to tabletops that detect more than three touch points.
I-Grabber [1] is an onscreen widget manipulated by multi-touch interactions.
Users can select and translate a distant object with the widget. Although our
technique also uses multi-touch interactions, the technique allows users to de-
termine a cursor position by a single multi-touch gesture.

Bimanual Interaction. Guiard modeled the asymmetric bimanual behaviors of
humans as Kinectic Chain Model [6]. Tokoro et al. presented a pointing technique
that utilized two acceleration sensors, and postures of both hands determined
a cursor position [10]. Furthermore, Malik et al. developed a bimanual point-
ing technique by using image processing [7]. In contrast with these techniques,
our technique is realized by using touch based gestures. In addition, Bailly et
al. utilized the number of touches and their strokes of both hands to execute
commands in a distant menu bar [2]. While their technique enables command
invocations that utilized discrete input, our technique enables indirect-pointing
that utilized continuous input by the stroke of a pull-out gesture.

3 Interaction Techniques

Our pointing technique utilizes both hands to move a cursor. In this section, we
describe HandyPointing, a remote pointing technique, and its additional remote
manipulation technique.

3.1 Pointing Technique

Figure 1 shows the procedure of HandyPointing. First, users put two fingers of
their non-dominant hand (base-fingers) on a tabletop, as shown in Figure 1a.
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Fig. 1. Pointing procedure using HandyPointing

Fig. 2. Cursor translation according
to vector-pulled

Large SmallC-D ratio

Fig. 3. Dynamic C-D ratio according
to length of base-segment

When users drag their finger of their dominant hand (pull-finger) to cross the
segment between base-fingers (base-segment) as shown in Figure 1b, a cursor is
displayed on an extension of the opposite direction of the vector from the center
of the base-segment to pull-finger (vector-pulled) as shown in Figure 1c. Users
can quit pointing by taking base-fingers off from the tabletop.

If users arrange the vector-pulled, the cursor position changes in accordance
with the vector as shown in Figure 2. C-D ratio also changes depending on the
length of the base-segment. This means that users can simultaneously move the
cursor by using the dominant hand while controlling C-D ratio dynamically by
using the other hand as shown in Figure 3.

An advantage of this bimanual manipulation is that users can selectively per-
form rough pointing with a large C-D ratio or precise pointing with a small C-D
ratio. For example, users can move a cursor precisely with a short base-segment,
while they can quickly move the cursor at a distance with a long base-segment
as shown in Figure 4.

3.2 Determination of a Cursor Position

This section describes the procedure to determine a cursor position. Suppose
that Pi(x, y) is the i-th cursor position after i frames have passed since users
placed base-fingers on the tabletop. Then Pi is given by the following expressions:

Pi = G0 −
i∑

j

kjΔVj ,
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Fig. 4. Usage of dynamic C-D ratio. Users (a) point at far position quickly with large
C-D ratio, and then (b) precisely point at object with small C-D ratio.

Fig. 5. Determination of cursor position

ΔVi = Vi − Vi−1,

ki = α× |S0|
|Si| .

As shown in Figure 5, S0 is the base-segment when base-fingers were placed on
the tabletop, and G0 is the gravity point of S0. Furthermore, Si and Vi are the
i-th base-segment and vector-pulled, respectively. Then, Gi is the gravity point
of Si. α is a constant. That is, our technique determines i-th C-D ratio by ki,
and then the cursor position Pi is moved by ki and ΔVi, which is the difference
of Vi, frame by frame.

3.3 Remote Manipulation

We implemented a function to manipulate a distant object. As shown in Fig-
ure 1c, a circle is shown around the pull-finger (handling-circle) when users begin
pull-out. Users can select the object under the cursor by tapping the handling-
circle after they have translated a cursor. Moreover, they can translate the cursor
again by dragging the handling-circle. They can unselect the object by tapping
the circle again.

The selected object moves according to the cursor when users drag the
handling-circle. This means that they can select a distant object, and drag it
to another distant location. Note that they can dynamically change C-D ratio
while they are using not only a normal pointing but also a remote manipulation.
Therefore, they can select the object precisely and move it quickly.
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4 Evaluation

We conducted two experiments. One was to measure the quantitative perfor-
mance of HandyPointing, and the other was to study how users selectively
use HandyPointing and touch input (i.e., tap and drag). We implemented a
prototype of HandyPointing using a 1470mm x 800mm 60-inch tabletop. Ten vol-
unteers participated in this experiment. They were undergraduates or graduate
students with ages ranging in age from 21 to 24 years. They were all right-handed
and familiar with a mouse.

4.1 Experiment 1

To compare the performance of HandyPointing and another in-direct pointing
technique, we used a pointing task similar to those in [3, 5]. We used a mouse
as it is the most common in-direct pointing device. We divided participants into
two groups. One group first performed the task by HandyPointing; the other
group first performed the task by mouse. We asked participants to sit in a chair
that placed in the middle of the short side of the screen during the task. We
explained how to use each technique before the task, and asked them to practice
the techniques sufficiently. To measure the base-line of our technique, we assigned
the C-D ratio of the mouse to achieve the best performance such that the mouse
never needed to be clutched.

Task. We asked participants to point at and select a target object. When partic-
ipants selected a start point, a target object was displayed. We radially arranged
the positions of target objects as shown in Figure 6. Once participants selected
the target object, the object was removed.

Fig. 6. Positions of start point and target objects

In this experiment, independent variables were: target distance (500, 700, and
900 pixels, i.e. approximately 515mm, 715mm, and 915mm, respectively), target
angle (-15, 0, and 15 degree), target size (40, 80, and 120 pixels, i.e. approxi-
mately 41mm, 82mm, and 123mm, respectively), and technique (HandyPointing
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and mouse). Each participant performed 2 trials for each combination of factors,
thus they performed 108 (3x3x3x2x2) trials in total. All trials were presented in
a randomized order.

Result. We measured the time to complete a trial (trial-time) and the num-
ber of errors. In HandyPointing condition, trial-time begins when participants
started HandyPointing on a start point and ends when they selected a target
object by tapping a handling-circle. In mouse conditions, trial-time begins when
participants clicked a start point and ends when they selected a target object.
When participants failed to select a target object, we treated it as an error.

Figure 7 to 10 show the result of the experiment. Figure 7 and 8 show the
average trial-time and the number of errors in HandyPointing condition. Figure 9
and 10 show those in mouse condition. In these figures, the blue graph illustrates
the result for each target distance (500, 700, and 900 pixels), green one illustrates
the result for each target angle (-15, 0, and 15 degree) and red one illustrates the
result for each target size (40, 80, and 120 pixels). The average trial-times were
3812ms in HandyPointing condition and was 1266ms in mouse condition. The
average numbers of errors were 1.72 in HandyPointing condition and was 0.053
in mouse condition. Figure 11 and 12 show average trial-time of HandyPointing
trials and mouse trials for each participant.

Fig. 7. Mean and variance of trial-time
for each target distance (blue), target
angle (green), and target size (red) in
HandyPointing condition

Fig. 8. Mean and variance of number of
errors for each target distance (blue), tar-
get angle (green), and target size (red) in
HandyPointing condition

Discussion. The trial-time of HandyPointing was larger than that of a mouse,
as shown in Figure 7 and 9. However, trial-time gradient and the number of
errors were similar for each condition. That is, trial-time was in accordance with
the increase in distance and the decrease in angle. This result indicates that
HandyPointing seems to follow Fitts’ law.

The number of errors of HandyPointing increased when target distance was 900
pixels, as shown in Figure 7. This means participants failed to tap a handling-circle
when they selected the most distant targets. This is because they could not tap the
circle while focusing on a distant target object. On the other hand, participants
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Fig. 9. Mean and variance of trial-time
for each target distance (blue), target
angle (green), and target size (red) in
mouse condition

Fig. 10. Mean and variance of number of
errors for each target distance (blue), tar-
get angle (green), and target size (red) in
mouse condition. Note that maximum of
Y-axis is different from Figure 8.

Fig. 11. Mean of trial-time for each
participant in HandyPointing condition

Fig. 12. Mean of trial-time for each
participant in mouse condition

successfully tapped the circle more when they selected a near target object. This
is because they could focus on the circle and the object simultaneously.

Furthermore, the trial-time and the number of errors also increased in Handy-
Pointing condition as the angle changed from -15 to 15 degree, as shown in Fig-
ure 7 and 8. This increase was more significant than for the mouse. A cursor
is displayed on the non-dominant hand side first, when they begin to perform
HandyPointing. For example, the cursor is displayed on the left side for right-
handed participants. Thus, they can easily select the non-dominant hand side
objects. However, selecting the dominant hand side objects forces participants
to move arms outside of the natural range of motion of arms. Hence, they had
to move their right arms to the left side and left arms to the right side. This
makes it difficult to select the dominant hand side objects and shows that users
can easily select non-dominant hand side objects by using HandyPointing.

Next, we discuss average trial-time for each participant. These trial-times
are shown in Figure 11 and 12. In HandyPointing condition, the largest aver-
age trial-time (5211ms) was 2.15 times larger than the smallest average trial-
time (2420ms). In mouse condition, the largest average trial-time (1524ms) was
1.57 times larger than the smallest average trial-time (1165ms). Moreover, the
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smallest average trial-time of HandyPointing (2420ms) was 2.08 times larger
than that of a mouse (1165ms). Trial-time greatly differed among participants. In
this experiment, we asked participants to practice HandyPointing and a mouse,
until they had become familiar with these techniques. However, some partici-
pants proceeded the experiment as soon as they had learned only how to use
HandyPointing but without becoming familiar with the technique. This meant
the degree of proficiency in HandyPointing for each participant was significantly
different, resulting in the large differences in trial-time among participants. On
the other hand, they were already familiar with the mouse. Thus, the differences
in trial-time in mouse condition was small. This result means that the degree of
proficiency significantly affects the performance of HandyPointing among par-
ticipants. However, with a little training, pointing with HandyPointing takes at
least only twice time as long as pointing with a mouse. In addition, more training
may lead to better performance.

4.2 Experiment 2

To study how users selectively use HandyPointing and ordinary touch input, we
used select & docking task, similar to those in [3, 5]. This experiment was se-
quentially conducted after Experiment 1. This means that the same participants
joined this experiment, and the same apparatuses were used.

Task. The same as Experiment 1, we asked participants to point at an object,
select it, and move it into a dock. In this task, objects appeared on the top,
middle, or bottom of the screen as illustrated in Figure 13, and docks appeared
near or far from participants. Participants were allowed to use touch input and
HandyPointing simultaneously during the experiment.

Fig. 13. Positions of target objects and docks

In this experiment, independent variables were: target size (40, 80, and 120
pixels, approximately 40mm, 80mm, and 120mm respectively), target position
(top, middle, and bottom), and dock position (near and far). The dock was the
same size as the target in each task. Each participants performed 3 trials for
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Fig. 14. Movements of
top objects

Fig. 15. Movements of
middle objects

Fig. 16. Movements of
bottom objects

each combination of factors, thus they performed 54 (3x3x2x3) trials in total.
All trials were presented in a randomized order.

Result. Figure 14 to 16 shows the movements of objects, where blue and green
segments represent the movements of objects toward a near dock that are ma-
nipulated by HandyPointing and touch input, respectively. Red and yellow ones
represent those of objects toward a near dock that are manipulated by Handy-
Pointing and touch input, respectively. The segments connect the positions where
objects began and the stopped moving.

Figure 14 shows the movements of top objects. All top objects toward a near
dock were manipulated by HandyPointing only, and no manipulations were per-
formed by touch input. In contrast, those toward a near dock were manipulated
by the combination of HandyPointing and touch input. This means participants
used HandyPointing to move a distant object to the near position and touch
input to move it into the near dock. Figure 15 shows the movements of middle
objects. 89% of the objects toward a near dock were manipulated by HandyPoint-
ing only, and the remaining 11% were done by the combination of HandyPointing
and touch input. This is because some participants first moved the objects to
the near position by touch input and then into the far dock by HandyPointing.
39% of the middle objects toward a near dock were manipulated by touch input
only, and 3% were performed by HandyPointing only. The remaining 58% were
performed by the combination of HandyPointing and touch input. Figure 16
shows the movements of bottom objects. All objects toward a near dock were
manipulated by the combination of HandyPointing and touch input, and 99% of
the objects toward a near dock were manipulated by touch input.

Discussion. Participants’ behavior changed depending on the distance to a
target object. Participants used HandyPointing to drag top and middle objects
into a near dock. They used the combination of HandyPointing and touch input
to drag them into a near dock (Figure 14 and 15). In contrast, they used the
combination of HandyPointing and touch input to drag bottom objects into a
near dock and used touch input to drag them into a near dock (Figure 16). This
difference is owing to whether they can reach the objects with hands. That is,
participants used HandyPointing for a distant object and touch input for a near
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object. The result shows that they selectively used one of these techniques in
accordance with the distance to a target object.

When they combined the techniques, participants first put an object into the
near position by using one technique, and then they dragged it into a dock
by using the other technique. In our observation, they seemed to use the first
technique to move the object into the position where they could select easily with
the second technique. This indicates that they preferred to use HandyPointing
for a distant object and touch input for a reachable object.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

We designed and implemented a remote pointing technique, HandyPointing.
The technique allows users to point at a distant position that their hands can-
not reach. Furthermore, users can simultaneously change C-D ratio dynamically
by using their non-dominant hand while determining a cursor position by using
the dominant hand. Therefore, they can selectively use rough pointing or pre-
cise pointing. We conducted two experiments. Their results showed that users
can selectively use HandyPointing and ordinary touch input, and pointing with
HandyPointing at least takes only about twice as long as pointing with a mouse
with a little training.

We will continue to measure the performance of HandyPointing because the
C-D ratio of a mouse in the experiments was the ratio that maximizes the per-
formance of the mouse to measure the base-line of our technique. Therefore, we
will conduct a similar experiment to measure the maximum performance of our
technique by seeking the ideal C-D ration in the future and compare it with the
results in this paper.
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